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Joseph Jubelag, correspondent for the Manila Standard, a national
daily, could not shake an uneasy feeling about the story he was
covering in November 2009.

Local politician Esmael Mangudadatu was about to send his kin
and supporters to a political rally officially announcing his
candidacy in Shariff Aguak, the provincial capital of Maguindanao
province. Andal Ampatuan Sr., the Ampatuan clan patriarch, had
ruled as governor there for almost a decade.

Mangudadatu acknowledged that there was danger involved. The
Ampatuan supporters had warned him and his family that their
presence in the area was unwelcome.

Despite the danger, Jubelag was surprised at the amount of media
— over 30 representitives of news organizations — that turned up
that day. With so many reporters present, who could possibly think
of doing them harm?

Still, Jubelag, who had previously earned the ire of the Ampatuans
for a story he had written about their wealth, remained worried for
his personal safety.

Fearing that the Ampatuans would come after him if they found
him within their territory, he and a couple of his colleagues decided
to head to Buluan town, where Mangudadatu had scheduled a
press conference after his candidacy became official.

That decision saved their lives. By three in the afternoon that day,
reports that Mangudadatu’s kin, supporters, and the reporters
accompanying them had all been abducted and massacred was all
over the national news.

Coverage of A Carnage

Around 30 journalists and media workers died in the carnage,
which was tagged by the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ)
as one of the single deadliest event for journalists ever
documented by their organization.

The Ampatuan massacre brought the number of killed journalists
in the Philippines since 1992 for reasons related to their work to
70, confirmed by the CPJ. This made the country second only to
war-torn Iraq in the CPJ’s list of 20 deadliest places in the world for
journalists.



How could this happen in a democratic country whose constitution
guarantees freedom of the press?

Weaknesses in the criminal justice system are one factor. A 2010
report by Philippine Law Journal Editor Al Parreño on the killings of
activists, journalists, judges and others showed that of 305 killings
that were recorded from 2000 to 2010, barely one percent resulted
in the conviction of the accused.

Human rights advocates say that the failure of the state to punish
the guilty has perpetuated a culture of impunity that continues to
render vulnerable not just journalists, but other sectors, including
activists, lawyers, judges and even government workers.

In the case of journalists, deputy director Luis Teodoro, of
the Center for Media Freedom and Responsibility (CMFR), said
the key to understanding the problem is, more often than not,
looking at local issues. Most of the murder victims were connected
with the community press, according to CMFR data. The few
victims who were connected to established national media
organizations were also covering local issues.

Prior to the massacre, the majority of the murdered journalists on
the CMFR list were radio commentators. Many of them were
considered “block timers,” meaning they purchased blocks of air
time at established radio stations. In many cases, the programs
were supported by politicians who exploit the air space to attack
their rivals or promote their positions on issues.

Partisan Voices

Many of those who died in the Maguindanao massacre owned
their own media outlets, according to journalists who work in the
area.

For this report, this writer interviewed kin of the Maguindanao
massacre victims and media personalities who knew them as well
as relatives and colleagues of each of five recently murdered radio
personalities in the area: Elpidio “Ely” Binoya, Rolando Morales,
Dennis Cuesta, and spouses George and Maricel Vigo.

Through interviews with representatives of radio stations the
commentators were connected to at the time of their deaths, of the
five only Cuesta was an employee. The other four were
blocktimers. Double-checking this fact was necessary because
none of the existing lists of murdered media personalities indicate
whether they are blocktimers or radio station employees.

Because these shows are regarded as commercial spots, stations
usually air a disclaimer before and after each show, stating that the
station has no editorial responsibility for the content, said Melchor



Coronel, program director at DXMD, a General Santos City-based
radio station.

Rolando Morales, who was murdered on July 3, 2005, worked with
an anti-drug task force in Polomolok, South Cotabato, while
hosting a block-time show on DXMD, according to station manager
Alex Josol.

In an interview, Josol said he gave the block time for free to
Polomolok village chief and anti-drug task force leader Billy Baitos,
who had been “helping the station” for quite a while by supporting
their medical missions and other projects.

Elpido Binoya, another murdered broadcaster, established a radio
station and published a community paper in Malungon town, in the
Sarangani province, with help from a local politician. Reynaldo
Constantino, who was elected mayor of Malungon in May 2004,
shortly before Binoya was killed, admitted during an interview that
he sponsored Binoya’s media projects.

In many cases, Teodoro admitted in an interview, it was difficult for
authorities to distinguish whether a person was murdered because
of his reporting or because of other involvements. He said this is
because media practitioners at the local level also tend to get
mixed up in activities other than journalism. Many journalists, for
example, double as public-relations personnel for politicians.
Some have connections with rebel groups, he added.

Josol said that Rolando Morales, the DXMD show host, may have
been killed because his commentaries were “tough” and “hard-
hitting.” The police case file suggests other possible reasons for
the murder: according to the affidavit, a witness in the murder case
said that rivals of the group led by Baitos targeted Morales in
retaliation for the killing of a member of the rival group.

Elpidio Binoya was also known for his pointed political
commentaries against local officials, according to the CPJ’s case
profile. Whether he made any impact as a radio commentator in
the area, however, is a big question mark. Binoya’s radio station
was  manned only by himself and a technician, and the station’s
signal was too weak to be heard by radio listeners, local residents
said.

They also said that the paper he published, The Matotom Monitor,
was better known but very irregularly circulated.

Some journalists living in the area believe there may have been
other motivations for Binoya’s murder. During my interview with
him, Reynaldo Constantino, who admitted supporting Binoya’s
media ventures, said the broadcaster may have been killed
because of his association with Constantino.



News for Sale

It is also common for local politicians to sponsor print media. This
is one reason why newspapers flourish despite the high cost of
maintaining a regular publication. Every time an election draws
near, new publications mushroom, Teodoro observed. This makes
it difficult to keep track of the number of existing community
newspapers in the country.

Apart from outright sponsorship, money can be made from selling
headlines and favorable coverage, the way you would sell any
advertising space, said Freddie Solinap, publisher of the now
defunct Periodico Ini (This Newspaper).

Interviewing local politicians can be lucrative because they usually
give reporters “goodwill money” following the interview. A reporter
can score between 1,000 to 2,000 pesos (US$23 to US$46) from
the interview alone, according to Solinap. If the politician likes the
published result, a reporter can expect a bonus of up to 5,000
pesos (US$116).

The practice of selling the news is not only tolerated, it is openly
accepted because few community publications are able to pay
their reporters regular salaries. The most a reporter can expect is
200 pesos (US$4.60) for a headline story, according to Solinap.
Other articles earn much less.

This is not to say that corruption in the Philippine media is
restricted to community journalists. National news establishments
have been accused of not only ethical violations, but of outright,
even institutionalized, corruption as well. This is detailed in “News
for Sale: The Corruption and Commercialization of the Philippine
Media,” a 2004 report by the Philippine Center for Investigative
Journalism.

At the local level, however, partisanship, low ethical awareness,
and failure to comply with journalistic standards, mixed with other
factors, make up a lethal mix that tends to put journalists in harm’s
way, said CMFR’s Luis Teodoro.

“If you’re in the pay of one side in a political conflict, you become
more of a target. You are regarded as a partisan in a political
battle,” Teodoro explained.

This is compounded by the fact that the justice system tends to be
weakest at the local level, where police and security forces are
often linked with, beholden to, or afraid of powerful interests, such
as warlords and criminal syndicates, said Teodoro.

The chief of police of Maguindanao province is one of those who
have been accused of complicity with key members of the



powerful Ampatuan clan when they allegedly orchestrated the
November 23, 2009 massacre, according to media reports.

Human Shields

Apart from being the deadliest event in the history of Philippine
journalism, the Maguindanao massacre also highlighted what’s
wrong with the local press.

One of the questions raised by some media observers in the
Philippines is why did so many reporters cover such a routine
exercise as the filing of a certificate of candidacy of a local
politician? Even more strange, how did tiny media outlets manage
to send several representatives to cover the filing?

The final list of casualties included five from Solinap’s Periodico
Ini, including those who were not usually involved in covering
stories. With no staff left, Solinap said he was forced to close the
publication down.

The election filing story wasn’t the only reason the media
converged in Shariff Aguak.

Joseph Jubelag said he was unaware that any gratuity had been
offered to reporters. There are clear indications, however, that a
number of them did. The wife of one of the victims said the amount
the Mangudadatus offered to the reporters must have been a big
sum, because her husband even promised her that he would buy
a lechon  (roasted whole pig), worth at least 3,500 pesos (US$80)
for her upcoming birthday.

Anticipating an attack from the Ampatuans, the Mangudadatu clan,
with help from allies in the media, had invited as many local
reporters as they could. The prospects of financial rewards and the
mistaken belief that their numbers alone protected them from harm
could have clouded the judgment of the media crews and
persuaded them to attend. Ultimately, they posed as the
Mangudadatus’ human shields.”

The brazenness with which the November 2009 massacre was
carried out sparked nationwide and international outrage. Media
outlets in the country agree, however, that had it not been for the
sheer number of those killed, the victims may have simply become
additional entries in the ever increasing list of murdered journalists.

Unfortunately, due to incidents of unfair reporting by journalists,
more often than not, communities do not express outrage when a
journalist is killed. Teodoro explained: “We don’t emphasize this
[ethical issues] because some people might think it’s okay to kill
journalists.” Addressing impunity is still the immediate solution to
the problem.   



The long-term solution to the problem is to enhance professional
and ethical practices. In addition, Teodoro said community support
and awareness will help protect journalists. “If the community is
supportive, owners will see that there is value in what the journalist
is doing. If the community cares about [a journalist’s work] they will
say, ‘Let’s look for the person who killed this journalist.’”
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